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Rethinking the DNA FragmentAssembly ProblemJo~ao Meidanis�AbstractDNA fragment assembly (FA) is an important problem in mo-lecular biology. It appears in large-scale DNA sequencing tasks.Research related to the FA problem has mainly focused into twoapproaches: (1) development of software tools useful in practice butusing heuristic methods di�cult to analyze formally, and (2) formalmodeling through theoretical problems, which captures some butnot all of the real issues in FA. Our goal is to hybridize thesetwo approaches by building a software tool that is useful to thebiologists and has well-understood formal properties.1 IntroductionThe acronym DNA (which stands for deoxyribonucleic acid) denotes aclass of molecules that carry genetic information in living organisms.Chemically, a DNA molecule is composed of two parallel strands , runningin opposite directions (Figure 1.) Each strand is a sequence of units callednucleotides , identi�ed by their bases . There are four bases, indicated byA, C, G, and T (A = adenine, C = cytosine, G = guanine, T = thymine)[28, 17].The two strands have the same length and the sequence in one stranddetermines the sequence in the other because A always pairs with T and�Departamento de Ciência da Computa�c~ao, Universidade Estadual de Campinas,Caixa Postal 6065, 13081-970 Campinas, SP. E-mail: meidanis@dcc.unicamp.br



C with G in the opposite strand. Thus, we obtain the opposite strandsequence by exchanging A $ T and C $ G and then reversing theresulting string. This is called the reverse complement of the originalstring. The sequence of a DNA molecule is just the sequence of one ofits strands. Hence, a DNA molecule has two possible sequences, one thereverse complement of the other.The sequence of a DNA molecule completely characterizes its ge-netic and biochemical properties, and this results in a great interest indetermining it, or sequencing DNA. However, current laboratory tech-nology permits the direct sequencing of contiguous stretches of up toabout 500 bases. For longer sequences, a divide-and-conquer approachhas to be used. One of the most popular such methods is illustrated inFigure 2. In this method, several copies of a single DNA molecule havetheir strands separated and subjected to random cuts distributed moreor less uniformly along each strand. The resulting fragments are thensequenced.We remark that the sequencing process gives fragment sequences intheir correct orientation, but cannot tell which strand they come from.Also, errors usually occur during the process, so that the sequences oftwo fragments coming from the same region may be slightly di�erent.Finally, notice that regardless of the size of a fragment, at most 500bases or so will be determined by direct sequencing.The fragment assembly (FA) problem is then to reconstruct the orig-inal molecule's sequence based on the fragment's sequences.Research related to the FA problem has mainly focused into twoapproaches. Many papers describe software tools aimed at helping se-quencing projects at various levels [25, 26, 27, 4, 31, 22, 3, 14, 7, 12].A G A G T T C A G C-� T C T C A A G T C GFigure 1: Representation of a DNA molecule.2



Figure 2: Random sequencing.---���several copiesof a DNA molecule ---��strand separationand random cuts BBBBM ��� ?� �*��HHY ��� @I��fragments to besequencedOn the other hand, several researchers studied the problem from a the-oretical standpoint, usually modeling it as �nding the shortest commonsupersequence [8, 30, 2, 15]. In general, papers fall in only one of thesecategories. (A notable exception is the work by Peltola et al. [22] inwhich the authors describe a practical tool based on a mathematicalmodel.)In this paper we try to mix these two approaches. Our goal is to pro-vide an easy-to-use, e�cient tool which produces high-quality solutionsto the assembly problem. We intend to achieve this by a careful choiceof already successful ideas combined with new ones to improve e�ciency.In addition, the system will be geared toward large-scale problems, whichpresent unique issues not found in smaller e�orts. In contrast to manyexisting implementations, it will be distributed to interested groups andindividuals free of charge.To be able to establish the formal properties of the program, a formalde�nition of the assembly problem is needed. The FA problem has beenmodeled as �nding the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCS) of thecollection of fragments, but this approach has several drawbacks. Abetter de�nition, given by Peltola et al., will be the basis of our own newproposal.Several of the ideas presented here were conceived when the authorwas a student at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Some of them3



are described in a recent report on a computerized assembly system [11].While this system is designed to be a comprehensive tool, here we concen-trate in one particular piece that is sometimes called \initial assembly",in which a collection of fragments is received and a preliminary layoutis produced. The comprehensive system will include support for editing,inclusion/removal of fragments, statistical analysis, etc.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a briefsurvey of earlier work done in the area. Section 3 discusses the SCSapproach and our new de�nition of the problem. An overview of thesystem tool we are building appears in Section 4. Finally, we concludewith some remarks and plans for future work in Section 5.2 Previous WorkIn this section we review the literature on software tools for DNA se-quencing.Rodger Staden seems to be the most proli�c researcher in this subject[25, 26, 27, 4]. He maintains a software package since the late 70's. Hissystem was initially written in FORTRAN for the VAX1 and later portedto Unix2 platforms. Recently, a graphic user interface was incorporatedinto the system [4]. This interface is written in ANSI C and runs on anX Windows environment.The basic strategy is as follows. Fragments are processed one at atime. Each new fragment is compared to the previous data, and groupsof related fragments spanning a contiguous region are kept in structurescalled contigs. As more fragments are processed, new contigs are created(in case a new fragment doesn't match anything so far), old contigs grow,or contigs are joined (if a connecting fragment appears). After eachcontig modi�cation, a \consensus" sequence is recomputed, representingthe most probable base composition of the region spanned. The outputof the system is the contigs remaining after all fragments have been1VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.2Unix is a trademark of Unix Systems Laboratories.4



processed.As Staden himself points out, not much has been published in thisarea, in spite of its importance and the activity it generates. One proba-ble reason for that is that most of the e�ort goes into developing commer-cial products instead of reporting results. Many available computationalbiology packages, e.g., GCG [5], contain programs that aid DNA se-quencing in one way or another. Gunnar von Heijne's book [9] containsa list of available software products for computational biology, includingDNA sequencing.To give some idea of the existing programs, we comment on a fewtypical implementations in more detail below.Johnston, Mackenzie, and Dougherty describe a typical system de-signed to be an inexpensive, readily available tool [12]. It was writtenin BASIC and runs on IBM-compatible microcomputers, handling up toabout 100 fragments. It operates by searching for blocks of contiguouscharacters that appear in more than one fragment and then linking thefragments that share a number of blocks. Block size is 10 to 12 bases.Although the authors don't give explicit running times, they commentthat speed it not an issue because the lab work is usually the limitingfactor in a sequencing task. They say their program can process a fullday's work by running overnight. While this might be acceptable forsmall-scale projects, large-scale ones may generate much higher volumesof data, and prompt processing becomes more critical.Among the practical papers, the one by Peltola et al. is almost uniquein its use of deep mathematical concepts [22]. The authors provide asound formal de�nition for FA that will be the basis of our own de�nitionpresented in Section 3. They take into account both the orientation of thefragments and approximate similarities, but still keep the requirement fora shortest answer, which, as they themselves point out, lacks biologicalmotivation.Their approach is interesting in several ways. They begin by pair-wise comparing all fragments to detect overlap, and constructing a graphwhere nodes are the fragments and edges link overlapping fragments.Then they seek a subgraph that is an interval graph, i.e., its nodes corre-5



spond to intervals in the line and adjacent nodes are those that overlap.They don't comment on how they solve orientation incompatibilities.Peltola et al. report also on the use of their system in practice. Re-sults for input instances with up to 100 fragments are shown, with targetmolecule sizes of the order of 1.5 kbp (kilo base pairs). Total processingtime is between 150 and 200 seconds, 98% of which is spent in the pair-wise comparison step. This step uses a dynamic programming schemeimproved to take only �mn, where m and n are the sizes of the sequencesbeing compared and � is the error rate (0.1 or less). Our approachreplaces the dynamic programming comparison by a faster �ngerprinttechnique, reducing this time considerably and producing a more bal-anced system. Time saved in this phase can be used later to improve thealignment.Finally, they mention that repetitive sequences can confuse any au-tomatic assembly tool, and theirs is no exception. Dear and Staden [4]also comment on this problem and on how they handle it: a fragmentwill always be put where it matches best. In cases when the fragmentmatches two places in the same contig, or more than two places in oneor more contigs (indicating a possible case of repetitive sequences), thename of the fragment is written to an error log �le.Our approach is similar. We place each fragment where it matchesbest and issue a warning message if the same fragment is selected forinsertion in an incompatible position. As we will see later, we processpairs of overlapping fragments instead of single fragments.Another interesting point in Staden's method is the assessment ofthe quality of a solution. It depends on the number of times the regionhas been sequenced on each strand, on whether it is well determined oneach strand, and on whether the two strands agree or not.Other papers describing software aids for DNA sequencing are listedin the reference section. 6



3 Modeling Fragment AssemblyLet � be a �xed alphabet. A string is just a word over �. A substring uof a string w is a part of w involving consecutive characters; w is then asuperstring of u. For instance, AG is a substring of AGA, while AA is not.The length of a string u will be denoted by juj. For us, a DNA alphabetis either the set fA;C;G;Tg or an extended alphabet including errorcharacters commonly used in fragment assembly [21]. In either case, acomplementation operation is de�ned on its characters so that we cantalk about reverse complements. If � is a DNA alphabet, we denote byuRC the reverse complement of u, as de�ned in the introduction.The Shortest Common Superstring problem is to �nd, for a givencollection of strings, a string with minimum length that is simultaneouslya superstring of all of them. This problem is known to be NP-hard[6]. Many researchers have studied it and some present DNA fragmentassembly as an application [2, 8, 15, 30].It is certainly the case that exact or approximate solutions to SCScan valuably help solving FA algorithmically. However, as we point outin the sequel, there are a few extra complications in a real FA problemthat are not captured by SCS.First, there is the question of exact versus approximate matching.The SCS formulation assumes that each fragment is an exact copy of asubstring of the solution, whereas in practice some errors usually occur.It would be better to allow for, say, k errors, each error being an insertion,deletion, or substitution. More generally, each fragment should be similarto a substring of the solution, with similarity formalized through one ofthe various string distance measures proposed in the literature [23].Second, there is the orientation issue. Because the sequencing processcannot identify the strand from which each fragment originated, we haveto consider both the fragment and its reverse complement. If one of them�ts well with the solution, that is enough. However, the SCS formulationforces us to consider all fragments in the given orientation. This canlead to poorer solutions. For instance, in the input consists of just twosequences, AATCG and CGATTG, then the SCS is AATCGATTG, while the7



solution CAATCG is shorter and matches exactly the �rst sequence andthe reverse complement of the second sequence.Third, the requirement that the solution be the shortest possibleseems arti�cial. Of course, without it the problem becomes trivial | justconcatenate all input strings. We replace this by the requirement thateach fragment should be strongly linked to at least one other fragment,in the sense that a pre�x of one of them is strongly similar to a su�x ofthe other (or one is strongly similar to a substring of the other.)A related issue is what to do if a fragment fails to align well at all, or,more generally, if the input collection is partitioned into several groups,with members of each group strongly linked together but showing nosimilarity to members of other groups. The SCS approach is to link thegroups by the best existing match (even if it involves just one or twobases), or, in the absence of matches, to concatenate the groups in anarbitrary order. We prefer to leave the groups separate, and admit thatsometimes a solution may consist of several unrelated pieces of stronglylinked fragments. This agrees with the approach followed by varioussoftware packages for FA, written by biologists, in which these pieces arecalled \contigs" [4, 9].It is important to permit solutions with many contigs. In practice,it is often the case that an assembly is done with only a subset of thefragments that will be used. Further planning depends on the results ofthis �rst assembly, which can tell which regions need more fragments.A better model for FA is given by Peltola et al. [22]. Their formalde�nition is as follows. Given a set of fragments f1; : : : ; fk and a positiveconstant �, �nd a shortest string F such that for each fi there is asubstring of F whose edit distance from fi or from fRCi is at most �jfij.For a de�nition of string edit distances, refer to the book of Sanko�and Kruskal [23]. The particular distance used by Peltola et al. permitscharacter insertions, deletions, substitutions, and transpositions, eachwith an associated cost.Notice that the above statement takes into account both the factthat matches can be approximate and the orientation issue. However,they keep the requirement that F must be the shortest possible, even8



though they concede that this is not biologically motivated. With thisformulation, the problem is still NP-hard [22].We propose instead the following new de�nition, which incorporatesthe possibility of more than one contig and replaces the requirement fora shortest string by conditions ensuring that contigs are well formed andnot mergeable.We need some additional concepts before proceeding. The proposedde�nition depends on two parameters, � and k, which control the min-imum amount of acceptable approximate similarity and the minimumacceptable overlap length, respectively.We assume the reader is familiar with the concept of an alignment oftwo sequences and with alignment scores. Given score values for each pairof characters in the alphabet, alignment scores are computed by summingup individual scores for each column, based on this table containing thescores for each pair of bases plus a gap penalty. More details can befound in some of the references [24].For an alignment � between two sequences, let s(�) be the score of� charging for gaps in the extremities of both sequences, and s0(�) thescore without charging for gaps in the extremities of either sequence.We assume that these score measures have been normalized so that thescore of a match is 1. Let also ovlp(�) be the length of the actual overlapbetween the two sequences in �.We say that sequences u; v exhibit pre�x-su�x similarity if there isan alignment � between u and v such thatovlp(�) � k; ands0(�) � (1� �)ovlp(�):We are now ready for our new formulation. Given a set of fragments(sequences over a DNA alphabet �) f1; : : : ; fk, �nd strings c1; : : : ; cmover the same alphabet such that1. For each fi there is a substring gi of some cj and an alignment �between fi and gi or between fRCi and gi such thats(�) � (1� �)jfij:9



These gi's are �xed and their location within cj is part of the solu-tion.2. Each base in each cj belongs to at least one such gi.3. Each contig cj is well formed in the following sense. Constructa graph with nodes being the gi's belonging to this cj and edgesbetween two nodes if the intersection of the corresponding gi's hasat least k bases. The contig cj is well formed if this graph isconnected.4. For each pair of distinct contigs cj and cl we have that cj does notexhibit pre�x-su�x similarity with either cl or cRCl .The above conditions are just minimal requirements to make a solu-tion sensible in biological terms. Further study of the quality of a solutionis necessary. Dean and Staden implicitly suggest a way of doing this [4].They de�ne a scale from �2 to +2 for the quality of each position ina contig: 0 means that the sequence is well determined in both strandsand they agree; 1 and -1 mean that the sequence is well determined inone strand only; 2 and �2 mean that the sequence is well determined inboth strands but they disagree.Reasonable values for � and k are 0.2 and 10, respectively. Setting� = 0:2 excludes from consideration similarities of less that 80%. Thevalue k = 10 disregards overlaps of less than 10 bases.The question of evaluating an FA algorithm is another point wherewe depart from the traditional approach. Although the algorithm hasto produce some output for any input, no matter how contrived, itsbehavior on \nice" inputs is more important. \Nice" inputs are thosefor which a reasonable answer can be expected. In other words, weprefer an algorithm that performs well on good inputs and is lousy onbad inputs to one that does average in all inputs. Contrast this with theSCS literature, where an algorithm that achieves 2� optimum length forall inputs is regarded as good.This way of evaluating FA algorithms creates a new problem: theproblem of evaluating input instances. While we don't know how to solve10



this problem in general, we present a simple method of generating goodinputs, in which the algorithms can be run for testing. Start with a longsequence generated at random. Choose at random several substrings ofthis sequence. Take the reverse complement of some of them, leaving theothers as they are. Then induce random errors along each such fragment,and give them as input to the algorithm. Finally, compare the outputgiven by the algorithm to the long original sequence.We see here three parameters that a�ect the input quality. First,there is the error rate. The lower the error rate, the higher the inputquality. Then there is the number of contigs, each contig being in thiscase a connected component of the interval graph formed by the sub-strings. Less contigs mean better input. Finally, for each contig contain-ing more than one substring a quality measure was recently developed[18]. This measure, called the weakest link, is the minimum overlap thathas to be detected in order to link all fragments in this component. Ifthe weakest link is too low, the algorithm is in some sense \forgiven" fornot assembling all the fragments of this contig in one single piece.4 New ideasFollowing general practice for the FA problem, our method consists ofa �rst phase of pairwise comparison followed by contig construction byprocessing pairs of related fragments. This represents a mixture of meth-ods from Peltola et al. [22], Staden [26] and algorithms that have beenproposed for the SCS [2]. Some notable di�erences exist, however, andthey are likely to improve substantially both the performance and theaccuracy of the system. In addition, new algorithms were developed tointeract with the data structures needed.In this section we concentrate on three new ideas that we are im-plementing in the new system. These are (1) a fast method for pairwisecomparison, (2) processing pairs of fragments instead of single fragments,and (3) a new algorithm for converting an alignment graph into an align-ment matrix.Our pairwise comparison phase, where each fragment is compared to11



all others in both orientations, does not use dynamic programming (DP)but uses instead a fast �ngerprint technique explained below. In typicalinput instances, it has been observed that very few pairs share somesimilarity. For instance, if we have 300 fragments spanning a 10 kbpregion, only about 3% of the pairs will be related, assuming fragmentsuniformly distributed along this region [18]. To run a full DP algorithmon all these pairs just to �nd out they are not related seems a waste oftime. The method we use is about 20 times faster than DP and is ableto quickly separate stringly related pairs from unrelated ones. The priceto pay for this speed is that the test is less reliable. Some overlappingpairs can be missed, especially the ones with shorter overlap, while someunrelated pairs can be agged as similar. Nevertheless, such mistakesdo not necessarily jeopardize the �nal assembly. All putatively relatedpairs found here will be tested through DP later on, and missed pairswith short overlap can be caught by transitivity.The method works as follows. For each fragment, we slide a windowof �xed length (usually 7) across the sequence. For each window, a hashvalue is computed as in the Karp-Rabin string matching algorithm [13],and the corresponding bit in a hash table is set to one. We thus ob-tain one such hash table per fragment, and this works as a �ngerprint ofthe fragment. When we need to compare two fragments, we count thenumber of common bits in both tables, and from that observed value weestimate the actual overlap by elementary statistical techniques, comput-ing what we call the score of the pair. Pairs with score above a certainthreshold are declared similar. More details can be found in [18]. Other�ngerprints can be used, but bit manipulation and counting have provento be very fast in practice.Apart from the Karp-Rabin scheme, the idea of using a fast all-pairscomparison is not new, but it was used in a di�erent way in the past,which we will describe in the sequel. Some systems process the fragmentsone at a time as follows. A list of current contigs is kept. When a newfragment is processed, it is compared (DP) to all current contigs andplaced where it matches best. This strategy can be very expensive if thecurrent contig list is long, so an e�ort is made to keep this list short.12



In these systems the order in which fragments are processed is oftencritical, both to avoid the early appearance of many contigs and to pro-mote strong, stable consensus sequences at the outset. To determine agood processing order, a pairwise comparison step has been employed toselect the best sequences and process these �rst. However, once the pro-cessing order is determined, information from the pairwise comparisonis no longer used.This led us to our second improvement, which is the processing bypairs of fragments. The idea is to use the pairwise comparison informa-tion to avoid searching for the right contig for a fragment. Instead ofstarting with no contigs and adding fragments one at a time, we startwith one contig per fragment. Pairs of fragments declared as similar areprocessed in decreasing order by score. Each time we process a pair ofrelated fragments we join the corresponding contigs. Candidate pairsare run through a DP comparison �rst to con�rm their similarity. Anunion-�nd structure [29] is used to quickly locate the contig a fragmentbelongs to. Because the fragments themselves are compared, this methodsaves also on consensus computation, since there is no need to have aconsensus sequence for the contigs. Only in the �nal step of the wholeprocess consensus sequences are computed for the contigs.The implementation of this part is extremely similar to the minimumspanning tree algorithm devised by Kruskal [29].Orientations are easily handled in such a scheme. In the union-�ndstructure, an extra �eld records the relative orientation between a nodeand its parent. The relative orientation between a node and the root ofits tree can be determined with the same complexity of a �nd operation,that is, almost constant in the average. Two fragments in the same treecan be tested for orientation inconsistency using the root as intermediate.Contig stored information must also include the sequences of the frag-ments involved and a multiple alignment of these. Some systems use alarge two-dimensional matrix to store aligned fragments, with each frag-ment occupying one row and aligned bases occupying the same column.Although this is the preferred contig representation in human-readableoutput, there is no need to keep the same structure internally. In fact,13



it has many drawbacks. For instance, inserting a new fragment thatcauses a gap in the existing alignment is expensive (a large portion ofthe array may have to be moved one position to the right). Space forthis big matrix is usually allocated statically in the beginning, which isalso undesirable.Instead, we use a dynamic structure. Fragments are represented bylinked lists of bases, with aligned fragments sharing bases where theyagree. Similar structures have been used in many applications, includingmultiple alignment [10], approximate pattern matching [19, 20], and largevocabularies [16, 1].These structures are in fact directed acyclic graphs, and in somecases they are seen as �nite automata. This is not appropriate for theFA context, however, because sequences usually do not start in the samenode (there is no single initial state) and do not end in the same node.On the other hand, the kind of multiple alignment that arises in a contigis peculiar, because not all fragments are directly related, in general. Thestructure is usually long and thin, while multiple alignments involvingcliques of related sequences are in general shorter and thicker.Our contribution here is a new algorithm to convert such a structureinto the familiar matrix format. Formally, we solve the following prob-lem. Given a directed acyclic graph G, �nd a function c that maps nodesto integers such that, for every pair of nodes u; v with v reachable fromu we have c(v)� c(u) � ld(u; v); (1)where ld(u; v) is the longest distance between u and v measured in num-ber of edges. We require further that equality holds in (1) if either u isa source or v is a sink. Intuitively, c(u) is the column in which u mustbe placed. Once column numbers are given, we know where fragmentsoverlap, and lines can be allocated without conicts. Alternatively, aseparate line can be used for each fragment, although this would bewasteful, since a line can be reused after a fragment allocated to it ends.The algorithm we propose to solve this problem starts at an arbitrarysource u making c(u) = 0. After that, a series of alternate forward- andbackward-propagations follow, assigning column numbers to nodes in14



a way that resembles Dijkstra's algorithm for shortest paths [29]. Toensure that nodes are visited in topological order, priority queues aremaintained with the nodes yet to be visited during a given propagation.The algorithm runs in O(m+ n logn) steps in graphs with n nodes andm edges. More details can be found in the author's thesis [18].5 ConclusionsWe believe that the ideas contained here represent a step forward in un-derstanding the real issues in fragment assembly and developing e�ectivetools and theories for its study. Nevertheless, several important pointsstill need further work, for instance, dealing with repeated patterns inthe target DNA.As in many problems in computational biology, it is hard to imagine afully automatic solution, because of the many exceptional circumstancesthat can arise. At best, we can hope for a software tool that produces agood starting point for a solution, which can then be examined and editedby the biosciences professional until a satisfactory solution is reached.AcknowledgementsI thank Fred Blattner for sharing with us all his experience in DNAsequencing and computerized fragment assembly, Deborah Joseph forsuggesting the use of the Karp-Rabin method, and Augusto Almeida formany clarifying discussions.References[1] A. W. Appel and G. J. Jacobson. The world's fastest Scrabbleprogram. Commun. ACM, 31(5):572{578,585, 1988.[2] A. Blum, T. Jiang, M. Li, J. Tromp, and M. Yannakakis. Linearapproximation of shortest superstrings. In Proc. 23rd ACM Sympo-sium on Theory of Computing, pages 328{336, 1991.15
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